WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE LAUNCHES NEW
WALK WITH SPIRITS TOUR
BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, JULY 29

OUTDOOR EVENING EXPERIENCE EXPLORES THE
LEGENDARY ESTATE’S SUPERNATURAL LORE

TICKETS ON SALE FRIDAY, JULY 24

SAN JOSE, CA (July 22, 2020)—Beginning Wednesday, July 29, Winchester Mystery House will launch the Walk with Spirits Tour, a new outdoor evening experience that explores the legendary estate’s supernatural lore. Guests will roam the expansive grounds of the world’s most haunted mansion while hearing tales of its former and (possibly current!) inhabitants, as well as peer through its many windows and doors to see what might materialize…if they’re open to receiving the signs. Tours will be offered Wednesdays through Sundays beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets for timed-entry admission ($24.99), allowing for social distancing, will be available beginning Friday, July 24 at winchestermysteryhouse.com.

“Once we received word that we would need to temporarily pause our indoor mansion tours, we quickly pivoted to design a new experience for our guests that shares some of the most famous—and infamous—stories surrounding the mysterious estate,” said Walter Magnuson, Winchester Mystery House General Manager. “This tour complements our daytime Sarah Winchester’s Garden Tour by delving into the legends and lore surrounding the House, and provides visitors with a unique opportunity to explore the grounds at night.”

Tour sizes will be restricted to those in a visitor’s immediate household and capacity will be reduced to ensure social distancing. All guests and employees will be required to practice social distancing and wear face masks. Additional precautions include hand washing and sanitizing stations throughout the property and enhanced cleaning of the estate.
Guests interested in exploring Winchester Mystery House from home can take the Immersive 360 Tour ($8.99) or the Video Tour ($13.99 to purchase, $5.99 to rent) available online at winchestermysteryhouse.com/video-tour.

About Winchester Mystery House
For nearly 100 years the Winchester Mystery House in San Jose, California, has stood as a testament to the ingenuity, singular vision and lore that surrounds its namesake, Sarah Pardee Winchester (heiress to the Winchester Repeating Arms fortune). Originally known as Llanada Villa, today it stands as an architectural wonder, a time capsule of a bygone era and one of America’s most celebrated haunted mansions. The estate is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, is a California Historic State Landmark, a San Jose City Landmark, and is one of the leading attractions in the Bay Area. Since tours began in 1923, more than 13 million people from around the world have toured the lonely hallways, dark passages and ornate rooms of the Winchester Mystery House. It has intrigued visitors, scholars, and media from throughout the United States, and around the globe, with its combination of the beautiful and the bizarre, its story of heartbreak, tenacity and invention and its legends of the paranormal.
For tickets and additional information, visit www.winchestermysteryhouse.com.
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